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Abstract. A key conundrum facing organizations is how to adjust marketing budgets in

response to the business cycle. While most firms use procyclical spending (spending less
during economic contractions), academic studies often recommend countercyclical spending (spending more during contractions), which begs the following question: What is the
right thing to do? The spending problem is compounded further when demand is not just
driven by one country’s business cycle, but by the (nonsynchronized) business cycles of
multiple countries, as is the case for tourism marketing aiming to attract tourists originating from different countries. We derive insights into the best way to allocate marketing
budgets across countries under varying economic conditions. We show that the allocation
decisions are driven by the procyclical versus countercyclical nature of three factors: unit
sales, marketing effectiveness, and per-unit profit contribution. To study how unit sales
and marketing effectiveness respond to the business cycle, we develop a transfer function
dynamic hierarchical linear model. We also model the responsiveness of the profit contribution to the business cycle. In an application to New Zealand tourism marketing, we
find that a reallocation of the government’s marketing budget could yield an increase in
tourist revenues of NZD $121 million.
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1. Introduction

spending, i.e., to increase spending during contractions, and to cut back during expansions (Tellis and
Tellis 2009).1 Following a study on the cyclical sensitivity of advertising expenditures across 37 countries,
Deleersnyder et al. (2009) conclude that “. . . [the company] should implement an advertising strategy that is
inelastic—or even anticyclical—with respect to the business cycle” (p. 634, italics added). A similar conclusion
is reached in Lamey et al. (2012), who study the impact
of firms’ cyclical marketing conduct on the privatelabel share evolution in over 100 consumer packaged
goods (CPG) categories, and conclude “when the economy winds down, manufacturers should try to maintain their current spending or even raise advertising if
that is financially feasible” (p. 15, italics added). Also
Steenkamp and Fang (2011) recommend countercyclical spending, following their observation (based on a
broad cross-section of over 1,000 firms across different
industries) that advertising’s effectiveness increases in
economic downturns. Lamey et al. (2007) favor countercyclical national-brand spending as well, based on

In a boom, there is enough fat to absorb some bad
judgment. In a recession, good management becomes a
survival issue.
(Economist, The 2002)

A key conundrum facing organizations is how to adjust marketing budgets in response to the business
cycle. Is it better to lift expenditures during contractions (countercyclical spending) or during expansions
(procyclical spending)? The recent economic downturn
further heightened these marketing-accountability
concerns (Marketing Science Institute 2014, p. 6). During downturns, marketing budgets are typically under
pressure, whereas during expansions, there is more
scope for increases. This may explain why the predominant pattern observed in practice is to cut advertising support in economically tough times (Deleersnyder et al. 2009, Srinivasan et al. 2011) and to increase
spending once economic conditions improve.
Such procyclical behavior stands in sharp contrast with the recommendations from most academic
studies on the issue, which advocate countercyclical
1
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the cyclical dependence (found across different countries) of aggregate private-label shares. In a similar
spirit, Talay et al. (2012) suggest that new products launched during mild recessions lead to higher
sales.
In sum, there is a clear schism between marketing
practice and marketing academia. Moreover, different
studies offer a different motivation for their recommendation, and focus on the cyclical dependence of either
the performance metric or advertising’s effectiveness.
What is lacking is a formal treatment of what determinants should drive procyclical versus countercyclical
spending recommendations. We derive the new insight
that whether procyclical or countercyclical marketing
spending is preferable for an organization depends on
the trade-off between three factors: (i) the sensitivity
(elasticity) of unit sales (demand) to the business cycle,
(ii) the sensitivity (elasticity) of marketing’s effectiveness to the business cycle, and (iii) the sensitivity of
the per-unit profit contribution to the business cycle.
As Table 1 shows, no past research has considered the
normative budget allocation implications of business
cycle fluctuations.
A second contribution is that while the current literature has only looked at one business cycle at a time,

there are many instances where organizations have to
consider business cycles for different countries simultaneously, for example, in the context of export marketing
or international tourism. We derive the allocation of
a given marketing budget across countries and show
how it depends on the business cycle in these countries.
A third contribution is the development of a new
market response model. To gauge how unit sales and
marketing effectiveness are driven by the businesscycle situation across multiple countries, we need a
response model that addresses three key challenges.
First, it needs time-varying parameters that are a function of the business cycle. Second, it needs to be
able to cope with relatively few (annual) observations, because this is inherent to an empirical setting
of (annual) budget allocation in response to the business cycle. Third, it needs to control for the endogeneity of marketing spend. To meet these challenges, we
develop a transfer function dynamic hierarchical linear
model (TF-DHLM). The model extends the dynamic
hierarchical linear model (DHLM) by using covariates
explaining cross-sectional and longitudinal parameter
variation, reflected in the “transfer function” tag.2
In the application, we analyze international tourism
to New Zealand. Tourism is a major economic sector

Table 1. Extant Business Cycle Research in Marketing
Effect of business cycle on

Study
Deleersnyder et al. (2004)
Lamey et al. (2007)
Deleersnyder et al. (2009)
Srinivasan et al. (2011)

Steenkamp and Fang (2011)
Kamakura and Du (2012)
Lamey et al. (2012)
Gordon et al. (2013)
Van Heerde et al. (2013)
Kumar et al. (2014)

Lamey (2014)
Dekimpe et al. (2016)
This study

Marketing
effectiveness

Profit
contribution

X
X

X

X

X

X

Key substantial focus

Unit sales

The sales evolution of consumer durables over the
business cycle
How business cycles contribute to private-label
success
Advertising’s sensitivity to business cycles
The impact of the business cycle on firm
performance and on the effectiveness of R&D
and advertising
The impact of the business cycle on the
effectiveness of R&D and advertising
The impact of the business cycle on household
budget allocation across expenditure categories
The impact of the business cycle on private-label
share
The impact of the business cycle on price
effectiveness
The impact of the business cycle on price and
advertising effectiveness
The impact of the state of the economy on service
purchase frequency, revenues, and customer
experience effectiveness
The impact of the business cycle on discounters’
market share
The impact of the business cycle on tourism
numbers
The impact of the business cycle on the allocation
of the tourism marketing budget across
countries

X

Formal
normative
implications

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
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in the country. It is the second largest export industry (Statistics New Zealand 2015), making an adequate
assessment on how to optimally insulate this sector
from economic downturns of paramount importance.
For New Zealand, very detailed arrival data are available. Because of the remote island nature of the country, (virtually) all travel is through flights or cruise
ships, which enables detailed records of all incoming
travel.
We find substantial variation in marketing effectiveness both across time and across countries. A key
finding is that while unit sales move procyclically,
marketing effectiveness moves even stronger in the
countercyclical direction, whereas the revenue per visitor does not vary significantly with the business cycle.
On balance, this implies a recommended countercyclical spending strategy. Furthermore, we find substantial differences between countries in their responsiveness to tourism marketing and in the elasticity of
this responsiveness to the business cycle. This offers
opportunities for a better allocation of the available
budget across target countries. Our analysis suggests
that a reallocation of the budget could yield a NZD
$121 million annual increase in New Zealand’s tourist
revenues.

2. The Impact of the State of the Economy
on Budget Allocation
We take the perspective of an organization (e.g., a
national tourism agency) that sells goods or services
(e.g., tourism to a destination country) around the
world. We assume that the organization wishes to maximize annual profit. Profit from country i in period t
equals unit sales q it (e.g., the number of inbound
tourists) times the profit contribution per demand
unit p it (e.g., average expenditure per tourist). In the
context of international tourism, the expenditures per
international visitor equal the profit contribution for
the domestic economy because the marginal cost per
visitor is (quasi) zero. In other words, profit maximization is the same as revenue maximization in this context. In other contexts, there will often be a nonzero
cost, so the profit contribution becomes revenue per
unit minus the cost per unit (e.g., Wright 2009).
The decision variable is the marketing expenditures
for country i in period t (Mit ), which is subject to a budget constraint. Quantity Mt is the total budget for marketing available for the focal period, which is, in line
with Fischer et al. (2011), assumed to be given. Hence,
we focus on the budget allocation decisions, rather than
on determining its total size, as this is often done at
another organizational level (Farris and West 2007).
Also, we look at absolute expenditures because a manager has direct control over these, as opposed to relative expenditures expressed with respect to demand or

competitive spending. Finally, we focus on how to allocate marketing budgets cross-sectionally in response to
the state of the economy in the different target countries at a given point in time, as this is the type of problem that organizations such as national tourism agencies face. We do not consider how to make provisions
in function of the expected future business-cycle evolution in the different countries, as this would entail a
need to globally predict the business cycle in the future,
a problem macroeconomists have also yet to resolve.
Hence, unlike Fischer et al. (2011), we do not consider
a multiyear planning horizon.
For the organization, the key challenge is to allocate
its marketing budget across i  1, . . . , n markets to maximize profit Πt in period t
maximize Πt 
M it

n
X

p it × q it −

i1

n
X

Mit ,

(1)

i1

subject to the marketing budget constraint
n
X

Mit ≤ Mt .

(2)

i1

Building on Fischer et al. (2011), the recommended
expenditures in period t to country i can be shown to
equal a fraction s it of the total marketing budget Mt ,
with
W
(3)
s it  Pn it ,
j1 W jt
and Wit (the weight for country i) given by
Wit  q it∗ × ε q ∗it × p it ,

(4)

where q it∗ is the level of optimized unit sales, ε q ∗it is
the elasticity of unit sales with respect to marketing
expenditures at the optimum
ε q ∗it 

∂q it Mit
,
∂Mit q it∗

and p it is the per-unit profit contribution. Equation (4)
shows, ceteris paribus, that a country obtains a higher
allocation if its unit sales q it∗ are higher, if its responsiveness ε q ∗it is stronger, and if its profit contribution
per unit p it is higher. The intuition is that the marketing
expenditure needs to be proportional to the potential
profit yield from a country, which is the product of the
size of demand, how responsive demand is to marketing, and the per-unit profit contribution.
In a practical situation, Equation (4) cannot be applied directly, as it describes a relationship where q it∗
needs to be in its optimum. Therefore, in an applied
setting, we need a heuristic (Fischer et al. 2011), which
we also use later in Section 6.
Equation (4) helps us in understanding the impact of
the business cycle on the allocation decision. We define
BC it to reflect the business cycle in country i in year t.
The partial derivative of the allocation weight s it to the
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business cycle (∂s it /∂BC it ) tells us whether the weight
increases (∂s it /∂BC it > 0) or decreases (∂s it /∂BC it < 0)
when the business cycle improves. Ceteris paribus, an
increase in weight means that the focal country i in
year t should receive a higher fraction of the marketing
budget in year t, while a decrease in weight implies a
lower fraction.
We can express the elasticity of the allocation weight
εweight 

∂s it BC it
∂BC it s it

as (see Online Appendix A)
εweight  εdemand + εmark.eff. + εprofit ,

(5)

with
∂q it∗ BC it
the elasticity of unit sales
∂BC it q it∗
to the business cycle,
∂ε q ∗it BC it
εmark.eff. 
the elasticity of marketing
∂BC it ε q ∗it
effectiveness to the business cycle, and
∂p it BC it
εprofit 
the elasticity of the profit
∂BC t p it
contribution to the business cycle.
εdemand 

The intuition for Equation (5) is that given that the
allocation weight (Equation (4)) is the product of (i) size
of demand, (ii) marketing effectiveness, and (iii) perunit profit contribution, the elasticity of the allocation
weight to the business cycle is the sum of the elasticities
of (i)–(iii) to the business cycle. Equation (5) shows that
the elasticity of the allocation weight εweight depends
on the trade-off among the three components on the
right-hand side. Each of these components may vary
with the business cycle. As for the first component:
in an expansion period, unit sales q it∗ could be higher,
which can be expected for durables (Deleersnyder et al.
2004) and also for luxury goods such as international
tourism. For other products, unit sales may be lower
during an economic expansion, as consumers switch
away from groceries (Van Heerde et al. 2013) or private
labels (Lamey et al. 2007, 2012). Thus, depending on
the setting, εdemand may be positive or negative.
The second component, demand elasticity for marketing spend ε q ∗it , may vary as economic conditions
change. Two opposing forces are at work. The positive
force during an expansion is that consumers have more
money to spend (Mehra 2001), and/or are more willing to spend it (Katona 1975). This makes them more
receptive to marketing investments (Kamakura and Du
2012), and hence εmark.eff. > 0. The negative force is
that during a period of economic expansion, competitors increase their advertising expenditures (Deleersnyder et al. 2009). This leads to more competition

for customers’ attention (Danaher et al. 2008), which
could make expenditures during expansions less effective: εmark.eff. < 0. Also, the price per advertising unit
(broadcasting seconds, print pages, . . . ) may go up during expansions, allowing for fewer exposures with the
same budget (Steenkamp and Fang 2011), again leading to εmark.eff. < 0.
A third component affecting how the allocation
weight changes over the business cycle is the profit
contribution p it . When there is an expansion and the
consumers’ willingness to pay goes up, firms may be
able to earn higher margins (Deleersnyder et al. 2004)
and εprofit > 0. Conversely, some firms raise prices and
margins during a downturn to make up for the loss
in demand (Backus and Kehoe 1992, Marn et al. 2003)
and hence εprofit < 0. A downturn may also cause less
affluent consumers to stay out of the market, increasing the average willingness to pay or expenditures for
the remaining consumers.
In sum, there are theoretical and practical reasons
why each of the three elasticities on the right-hand side
of (5) could be negative or positive. Hence to determine
how the net allocation weight changes in response to
the business cycle, we need models that allow us to estimate the three elasticities: εdemand , εmark.eff. , and εprofit .
We develop these models next.

3. Model Development
Both the elasticity of unit sales to the business cycle
(εdemand ) and the elasticity of marketing effectiveness
to the business cycle (εmark.eff. ) require a model where
demand is the dependent variable. We develop this
model first, after which we present the model for the
profit contribution, which allows us to estimate its elasticity to the business cycle, εprofit .3
3.1. Demand Model
The model is for aggregate demand q it in period t
to country (market) i. We aim to capture both crosssectional and longitudinal variation in demand and
marketing effectiveness. The challenge is to do this in
an efficient way, because we essentially need parameters for every time and cross section combination. The
model should also allow for covariates explaining longitudinal and/or cross-sectional parameter variation,
given our interest in quantifying the impact of the business cycle on marketing effectiveness.
Even though the business cycle is technically defined
through changes in many economic indicators and sectors, it is well accepted that fluctuations in aggregate
output are at the core of the business cycle (Deleersnyder et al. 2004, Stock and Watson 1999). A country’s business cycle is therefore often inferred from
the cyclical component in the country’s GDP (typically
in per-capita terms). Apart from the business cycle
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(denoted as BC it ), also the long-run trend in a country’s GDP/capita (denoted as EconTrendit ) is likely to
drive the overall demand evolution. We will explicitly
account for both sources of longitudinal variation in
our model specification. Exact operationalizations of
both components are provided in Section 4.
In line with Fischer et al. (2011), we decompose demand into two components

In (13), ψ0i is a country-specific intercept and ψ1i captures the effect of the change in economic trend on
demand growth. In (13), θ0t is a general growth parameter, flexibly modeled as

q it  g i (t) × f i (Mit , BC it , H it ),

θ1it  θ1t + ψ2i ∆ ln BC it + ν21it .

(6)

with g i (t) a growth function describing the underlying
demand over time, and f i ( · ) a response function that
measures the impact of the business cycle (BC it ), marketing (Mit ), and a vector of control variables Hit . We
can linearize Equation (6) by taking logs of both sides
ln q it  ln g i (t) + ln f i (Mit , BC it , Hit ).

(7)

For the response function, we adopt a log-log specification
ln f i (Mit , BC it , Hit )
 θ1it ln Mit + γ1i ln BC it + ln Hit γ2i + u1it ,

(8)

where θ1it is the marketing elasticity for country i and
period t. Equation (7) combined with (8) yields
ln q it  ln g i (t) + θ1it ln Mit + γ1i ln BC it + ln Hit γ2i + u1it .
(9)
Equation (9) is a model in levels, which could serve as
the main demand model. In many time-series settings
(including ours; see Section 4), however, variables are
evolving, which means we need to take first differences
∆ ln q it  ln g i (t) − ln g i (t − 1) + θ1it ∆ ln Mit
+ γ1i ∆ ln BC it + ∆ ln Hit γ2i + ν1it .

(10)

For the growth factor g i (t) we use a flexible, yet parsimonious, specification such that the change in the
growth from one year to another equals
ln g i (t) − ln g i (t − 1)  θ0it .

(11)

After substituting (11) into (10), we obtain as the final
demand model
∆ ln q it  θ0it + θ1it ∆ ln Mit + γ1i ∆ ln BC it
+ ∆ ln Hit γ2i + ν1it .

(14)

In line with the notion that the marketing elasticity
may vary in response to changes in the (log) business
cycle, we specify
(15)

In line with Gatignon (1993), (15) has an error term
ν21it in the parameter process function, accounting for
unobserved factors other than the business cycle that
affect marketing effectiveness. The error term distributions are discussed in Online Appendix B. In (15),
θ1t captures a general pattern in marketing elasticity,
modeled as
θ1t  θ1t−1 + ω2t .
(16)
This reflects that, over time, there may have been a
change in marketing effectiveness that is unrelated to
the business cycle. For example, in recent decades, the
advertising elasticity in many markets has decreased
(see, for example, Sethuraman et al. 2011). This has
been attributed to an increased media proliferation,
maturing markets, and the rise of the Internet, among
others. Since the composite effect of these developments may be nonlinear in nature, we capture this
potential change in marketing effectiveness in a flexible
way through a random walk in (16).
In Section 5, we consider, in line with Fischer et al.
(2011), two extensions to this base specification: we
allow marketing spend to also have an effect in the
growth function, and to have dynamic (carryover)
effects in the response model.
3.1.1. Elasticities Required for Allocation. The model

allows us to calculate two of the three elasticities
required for (5). The elasticity of unit sales to the business cycle is given by εdemand  γ1i . The elasticity of
marketing effectiveness to the business cycle is derived
from the linear-log specification in Equation (15), and is
equal to the response parameter for the business cycle
(ψ2i ) divided by the marketing elasticity (θ1it )
εmark.eff. 

∂θ1it BC it ψ2i

.
θ1it
∂BC it θ1it

3.1.2. TF-DHLM. We cast model (12) as the observation

(12)

We now discuss the parameter processes for the
time-varying intercept θ0it and the time-varying marketing elasticity θ1it . We model θ0it as a function of the
economic growth, where economic growth is the yearon-year change in the long-run economic trend (i.e.,
∆ ln EconTrendit  ln EconTrendit − ln EconTrendit−1 )
θ0it  θ0t + ψ0i + ψ1i ∆ ln EconTrendit + ν20it .

θ0t  θ0t−1 + ω1t .

(13)

equation in a TF-DHLM by defining Yit  ∆ ln q it , F1it 
[1 ∆ ln Mit ], K it  [∆ ln BC it ∆ ln Hit ], leading to
Yit  F1it θit + K it γi + ν1it ,

(17)

where θit  (θ0it , θ1it ) is the parameter vector specific
for cross-section i and time period t; γi  (γ1i , γ2i )0 .
The error term is ν1it , which is allowed to have a heteroskedastic variance σν21 , i .
We rewrite (13) and (15) compactly as a structural equation that governs the longitudinal and
0
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θit  F2t θt + X it ψ i + ν2it ,

(18)

where F2t is the mapping function, which shrinks
the cross-sectional-specific time-varying parameters
θit onto an underlying time-varying hyperparameter
θt . This mapping function is part of the original DHLM
(Gamerman and Migon 1993, Neelamegham and Chintagunta 2004). The “transfer function” that our model
adds is X it ψ i , which captures the effect of covariates
(X it ) on θit using heterogeneous parameters (ψ i ). In
the application, the time-varying covariate of interest
is the business cycle for country i in year t, and (15)
allows us to study how it drives the responsiveness to
tourism marketing spend (θ1it ).
Next, the system equation specifies how the hyperparameter varies over time
θt  Gθt−1 + ωt ,

where ωt ∼ N(0, σω2 ).

where u1i ∼ N(0, σu2 1 ),

(20)

while ψ i is shrunk to its common hypermean
ψ i  ψ̄ + u2i ,

where u2i ∼ N(0, σu2 2 ).

(21)

We estimate the model with Bayesian methods,
explained in Online Appendix B.
3.1.3. Endogeneity. The key independent variable in

our model, marketing spend, is possibly endogenous.
To correct for endogeneity, we estimate the observation
equation, (17), together with equations for the endogenous variables with instrumental variables and exogenous variables on the right-hand side, and correlate the
error terms (e.g., Greene 2000, p. 679; Ataman et al.
2010). We split the independent variables into those
that are endogenous and those that are exogenous,
[FitEndo , FitExo ]:



Yit
F Endo , FitExo
 it
FitEndo
0





0
FitExo , Z itIV

θit





γEndo, 1i

ν1it
K it γi
+
+
,
K it γEndo, 2i
νEndo, it









(22)

with



ν1it

νEndo, it



σ2
0
, ν01 , i
0
σ12

  
∼N

σ12

2
σEndo,
i



ln p it  γ3i + γ4i ∆ ln BC it + ln H1it γ5i + ε it ,

(23)

where H1it is a vector of control variables for the profit
contribution. This model is rather simple by necessity, because in the empirical application we only have
112 observations (eight countries, 14 annual observations per country). In a more complete data setting, the
model can be expanded accordingly. In the empirical
setting, ln p it and ln H1it are stationary, so we keep them
in levels (more details in Section 4 below). We estimate
model (23) with hierarchical Bayes. The model gives us
the elasticity of the profit contribution to the business
cycle as εprofit  γ4i .

(19)

Matrix G is set to an identity matrix (West and
Harrison 1999), allowing for a random walk in the
response parameters. This random-walk specification
is well suited to approximate many dynamic patterns
in response parameters. Next, we shrink the crosssectional variation in γi
γi  γ̄ + u 1i ,

3.2. Model for Profit Contribution
We also need to assess how the business cycle impacts
the profit contribution. We use a classical log–log
model to estimate this impact

.

In Equation (22), Z itIV are the instrumental variables,
which are operationalized for the empirical context in
Section 4.

4. Empirical Application:
Tourism Marketing
International tourism has become a major part of the
global economy. In 2012, tourism income was USD
$1.3 trillion, representing 30% of the export of services, and 6% of the total worldwide export (UNWTO
2013a, b). Because of this potential, many governments
invest in tourism marketing to promote their country as an attractive travel destination.4 Among the
biggest spenders are the United Kingdom (USD$160
million), the United States (USD$150 million), and
Australia (USD$107 million; Edelson 2012). Even a relatively small country such as New Zealand spends over
NZD$73 million (USD$63 million) per year on tourism
marketing (Tourism New Zealand 2011). While the
total budget is typically a government decision, the
subsequent allocation over countries (regions) is performed by statutory entities, such as Brand USA,
Tourism Australia, or Tourism New Zealand. We focus
on the allocation decision that these entities face.
4.1. Marketing Literature on Tourism
In spite of the economic importance of tourism, a
review of the six major marketing journals revealed
that only a handful of studies have looked at
tourism issues.5 A few of these studies try to explain
tourism demand. These include time-series (Geurts
and Ibrahim 1975) and gravitational (Crampon 1966)
models to forecast the number of tourists, and decisionsupport models for allocating tourism marketing
expenditures (e.g., Gearing et al. 1973, Mazanec 1986).
These studies, however, do not consider the role of
the business cycle. A notable exception is the study by
Kumar et al. (2014), which investigates how the state of
the economy moderates the effects of customer experience factors on customers’ service purchase behaviors
using survey data from a single international airline
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carrier during the 2008–2011 financial crisis. Recently,
Dekimpe et al. (2016) quantified the cyclical sensitivity of international tourism demand, which they found
to be more volatile than the economy as a whole.
However, they did not consider the cyclical sensitivity in marketing effectiveness—a key component in our
framework, nor did they infer the optimality of countercyclical versus procyclical spending—the key focus
of the current study.

tourists in the destination (e.g., Crouch 1996). Population size is often captured by using per-capita variables
(Song et al. 2009, p. 3). The most common functional
form is a log–log model, and the most common data
frequency is annual data. Importantly, “Marketing has
not often featured in tourism demand models” (Song et al.
2009, p. 6; italics added).
4.3. Conceptual Framework
Based on the literature, we propose the framework of
Figure 1.

4.2. Tourism Literature
Outside marketing, a large literature on the drivers of
(international) visitor numbers has developed. Song
et al. (2009, Table 2.1) give an extensive overview
of dozens of econometric studies on tourism-demand
modeling. The studies are characterized by a wide
variety of choices for the dependent variable, for the
drivers that are considered, for the econometric model,
for the region that is studied, for the length of the time
window, and for the data frequency. At the same time,
there are some commonalities across studies (Song
et al. 2009, Chapter 1). The most common dependent variable is tourist arrivals. The most commonly
included drivers are income in the country of origin,
costs of travel to the destination, and the cost of living for

4.4. Dependent Variables
The dependent variable (∆ ln q it ) for the demand
model (12) is the year-on-year change in the log annual
number of holiday visitors per capita to a destination country, for each individual country of origin. In
the application, we analyze holiday tourism to New
Zealand. The detailed arrival records go back decades
and record the purpose of travel (e.g., holiday versus
business). This allows us to model the number of holiday visitors, who are most commonly targeted by
the country’s tourism-marketing efforts. We study the
18 countries with the most arrivals to New Zealand,
which, combined, cover more than 85% of the total
number of the country’s foreign holiday visitors.6 On

Figure 1. Conceptual Framework
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country of origin by
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average, the most visitors came from Australia, followed by the United States, Japan, and the United
Kingdom (see Online Appendix Table C1). Figure 2
shows for five key markets how visitor numbers to
New Zealand have developed over time. The (percapita) numbers from Australia have grown steeply,
especially in the past two decades. More recently, the
inflow from China has risen spectacularly. Visitor numbers from Japan (the United Kingdom) peaked in the
1990s (2000s), but have retreated from those heights.
Visitor numbers from the United States, in turn, show
several peaks and troughs over time. Table 2 offers variable definitions and descriptive statistics.
The dependent variable (ln p it ) for the profit-contribution model, Equation (23), is the log average expenditure per visitor. The New Zealand Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment has collected annual
survey data for eight major visiting countries since
1998, and we use the data from 1998–2011 (14 years).
4.5. Tourism Marketing
The focal independent variables are the marketing
expenditures set by the destination country and the
business cycle of the country of origin.7 We expect a
positive main effect of marketing expenditures, as they
will enhance the preference for the country in question
among prospective visitors. As tourism is a positional
good, we expect a positive main effect for the business
cycle as well (Kamakura and Du 2012).8
Figure 2 shows how the tourism marketing budget has been spent. The records from Tourism New
Zealand (1981–2011), the organization responsible for
marketing New Zealand to the world, distinguish
between five regions: Australia, North America, Japan,
Europe, and Asia other than Japan (Asia for short). The
time series for tourism marketing vary across regions,
ranging from a mostly steady increase (Australia) to
very strong swings (Asia). In our model, we use the
total budget per region as an independent variable
(Mit ) explaining the visitors per country in the various regions.9 Discussions with industry experts confirmed that budgets are indeed set per region rather
than per country. This is also backed up by the annual
reports from Tourism New Zealand, discussing marketing expenditures and activities targeting regions
(groups of countries) rather than individual countries.
4.6. Business Cycle
The business-cycle component is the focal moderating
variable in our study. After a logarithmic transformation of the original GDP per-capita series, we extract
the cyclical component through the well-known CFfilter (Christiano and Fitzgerald 2003). We next compute the change relative to the most recent trough or
peak rather than to the previous year (e.g., Lamey et al.
2007, Van Heerde et al. 2013). This is in line with the
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notion that consumers gauge economic conditions relative to the most recent high or low (Siems 2012). We
define
∆ ln BC it

ln GDPCF, it − prior trough in ln GDPCF, it



 if ∆ ln GDPCF, it > 0

≡
,

−(prior peak in ln GDPCF, it − ln GDPCF, it )


 if ∆ ln GDP
CF, it ≤ 0


(24)

where ln GDP CF, it is the CF-filtered log-transformed
GDP per-capita series for country i in year t.
We use “∆ ln BC it ” as the label to indicate that this
is a change variable that is measured on a log scale.
The parameter estimate for its effect on demand (also
measured on a log scale) can be interpreted as an elasticity (Deleersnyder et al. 2009; Lamey et al. 2007, 2012).
Figure 2 shows the business-cycle metric (∆ ln BC it ) for
the same five key markets. There are some stark differences between countries in terms of the evolution
of their business cycle. Whereas the global financial
crisis (2009–2010) caused the deepest trough for the
United States, the United Kingdom, and Japan, it was
not as severe in China or Australia. Instead, the downturns in these two countries were much more pronounced in the 1980s and 1990s. The timing of peaks
and troughs is not entirely synced either. For instance,
Japan went through a deep downturn around 1993–
1995, whereas Australia experienced a strong upturn
in the same period. The correlations between the business cycles range from 0.90 (Malaysia and Thailand) to
−0.23 (United States and Indonesia), with an average
correlation of 0.36, well below unity.
4.7. Control Variables
We also need to control for other important drivers of
tourism demand based on the review by Song et al.
(2009, Chapter 1). Equation (13) includes a fixed effect
for each country of origin (i.e., ψ0i ) to account for timeinvariant factors, such as the distance to the destination country. Equation (13) also controls for economic
growth via ∆ ln EconTrendit , where ln EconTrendit 
ln GDPit − ln GDPCF, it , and where ln GDPit is the logtransformed GDP per capita and ln GDPCF, it is the
cyclical component also used in (24).
Equation (12) includes a vector ln Hit of three control variables. One is the relative price of the destination
country, as is common in the tourism literature (Song
et al. 2009, p. 29). It is the exchange rate between the
country of origin and the destination country, corrected
by the consumer price index of both countries (Li et al.
2006). We expect a negative effect of the log relative price
(ln Priceit ) on the number of visitors. To control for the
cost of travel to the destination country, we use the log
oil price (ln OilPriceit ). This is a proxy for airline-ticket
prices, with an expected negative effect on visitor numbers.10 To capture the availability of travel options to
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Figure 2. Holiday Visitors to New Zealand, Tourism Marketing Budgets, and Business Cycle for Five Key Markets

the destination country, we use ln Flightsit , the log number of flights per capita from the country of origin to
the destination country (Hanssens 1980). More access
via more flights should enhance the number of visitors.
In robustness checks (see Section 5), we extend the set
of control variables with the price of competing destinations and lagged tourism marketing expenditures.
None of these additional terms is significant.

For the profit-contribution model (Equation (23)), we
include in the vector of control variables ln H1it the economic trend (ln EconTrendit ), log relative price, and log
oil price because these variables are likely to directly
impact the (remaining) budgets that visitors can spend.
Tables C2 and C3 in Online Appendix C give the
correlations between the model variables for Equations (12) and (23), respectively. The tables show that
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Table 2. Variable Definitions and Descriptive Statistics
Symbol
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ln q it

ln Mit

∆ ln BC it

ln p it

Control variables
ln Priceit

ln OilPriceit
ln Flightsit

ln EconTrendit

Operationalization

Source

Meana (s.d.)

Log number of visitors to New
Zealand, per one million
inhabitants for country i in
year t
Log tourism marketing budget (in
NZD$ millions) set by New
Zealand in year t, allocated to
the region to which country i
belongs
Business cycle component,
computed according to
Equation (24)

Visitors: Statistics New Zealand
Population: Oxford Economics

5.84
(2.06)

−1.75

10.01

Tourism New Zealand
(Annual reports)b

1.57
(1.19)

−1.53

3.11

Oxford Economics

0.003
(0.033)

−0.132

0.101

Log profit contribution: log
average expenditure (in NZD$)
per visitor from country i in
year t

International Visitors Survey,
available through Statistics
New Zealand

8.23
(0.258)

7.65

8.68

Log of relative price of New
Zealand, where relative price is
defined as the exchange rate
multiplied by the ratio of the
consumer price index (CPI) of
New Zealand and country i
(e.g., Li et al. 2006)
[(CPItNZ /CPIit ) · ExchangeRateit ]
Log of price of crude oil (USD$
per barrel) in year t
Log number of flights to New
Zealand, per one million
inhabitants for country i in
year t c
Log economic trend: The
noncyclical component of log
gross domestic product (GDP)
per capita in constant prices of
country i in year t

Exchange Rate: International
Financial Statistics (IMF)
CPI: National Statistics
bureaus (e.g., Australian
Bureau of Statistics)

1.74
(2.35)

−0.99

7.88

OECD Economic Outlook

3.33
(0.56)

2.51

4.53

Flights: OAG Aviation
Population: Oxford Economics

2.67
(2.20)

0

6.86

Oxford Economics

9.74
(0.93)

6.34

Minimum

Maximum

10.90

a

The statistics are reported for the ln-transformed series prior to differencing.
For all years, the annual reports give the total budget, and for most years it gives the regional budgets. The information per region was
not available before 1988 and was missing in 1990 and 1992–1994. For the period 1981–1987, we used the observed regional allocation in 1988
to obtain regional budgets, allowing us to retain these initial seven years of data (we checked the appropriateness of this procedure with
industry experts). We also ran a robustness check (reported in Online Appendix D) omitting the pre-1988 data, leading to similar findings. We
use linear interpolation to obtain regional budgets for 1990 and 1992–1994.
c
Because there are no nonstop flights from Europe to New Zealand, we calculate the relative availability of flights over time by the total
number of flights available from the major hubs in the Asian countries and the West Coast of North America (i.e., Los Angeles, San Francisco,
and Vancouver).
b

multicollinearity is not a concern since all correlations between independent variables are 0.35 or less in
magnitude.
4.8. Unit Roots
We conduct the Im et al. (2003) panel unit-root test
to test for stationarity of the variables in the demand
model (12). We use the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) to determine the optimal lag length, with a maximum of seven. We cannot reject the null hypothesis
of a unit-root (p > 0.10) for visitor numbers, advertising, number of flights per capita, relative price, and
economic trend. After taking first differences, we reject
(p < 0.05) the unit-root null, indicating stationarity of

the variables in differences. For oil price, we use a regular augmented Dickey–Fuller unit-root test because the
series is the same for each country, and conclude that
we cannot reject the unit-root null hypothesis (p > 0.10)
either. After taking first differences, we again reject
the unit-root null (p < 0.05). Hence, all variables enter
model (12) in first differences, as expressed by the ∆
symbol. For the profit contribution model (23), only 14
observations per series are available. Because of this,
we restrict the maximum lag length to one. The unitroot tests conclude that neither ln p it nor the variables
in ln H1it have a unit root (p < 0.05) for these 14 years.
Hence these variables enter model (23) in levels.
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4.9. Instrumental Variables
We treat the marketing expenditure variable as a potentially endogenous variable. As instrumental variables
(IVs), we need variables that correlate with marketing
budgets, but that are unlikely to be related to the error
term in visitor numbers. First, two reorganizations took
place (in 1991 and 1999) in the governance structure
of Tourism New Zealand (Tourism New Zealand 1992,
2000). These reorganizations are likely to affect budget
decisions, but are not related to changes in demand.
As an IV, we use an indicator variable for these reorganizations. In line with the tradition of using IVs based
on other markets (e.g., Nevo 2001, Ma et al. 2011),
we use the marketing expenditures for the other four
regions as IVs, since these are unlikely to affect demand
from the focal region. For example, for Australia, these
are the expenditures for North America, Europe, Asia,
and Japan. These variables serve as independent variables (in first difference) in the system. To avoid overlap between IVs and independent variables elsewhere
in the system, we use the expenditures for the other
regions observed at t − 2 as IVs. Together the five IVs
are sufficiently strong (p < 0.01; pooled incremental Ftest for instrument strength) and valid (p > 0.10; pooled
Sargan test for overidentification).

5. Model Estimation Results
Table 3 shows the estimation results for the demand
model (12). The model has a good model fit, as measured by a correlation of 0.97 between the actual and
predicted dependent variable. For the parameter estimates, we first focus on the hyperparameters, which
hold for the average country. As for the control variables, the hyper price elasticity is negative (−0.16) and
significant, as expected.11 The more expensive the destination country for visitors, the fewer visitors will
come. The hyper oil-price elasticity has the expected
negative effect (−0.02), but is not significant. The hyperparameter estimate for the number of flights is, in line
with Hanssens (1980), positive (0.14) and significant,
reflecting that better connections to the destination
country enhance visitor numbers. Thus, the face validity of the control variables is good.
5.1. Impact of Tourism Marketing and Business
Cycle on Demand
Marketing has, as expected, a significant positive effect
on the number of visitors. Its hyperelasticity estimate of 0.14 is close to the 0.12 short-term metaanalytic advertising elasticity reported in Sethuraman
et al. (2011). The hyperparameter for the business cycle
(0.54) is positive and significant. Thus, unit sales move

Table 3. Estimation Results Demand Model and Robustness Checks
Benchmark models:
Additional variables

Key response parameters
Tourism marketing elasticitya
Business cycle elasticity
Moderating effect of business cycle on
tourism marketing elasticity
Response parameters in growth function
Elasticity to economic growth
Elasticity to tourism marketing on
the growth function
Response parameters for control variables
Relative price elasticity
Oil price elasticity
Number-of-flights elasticity
Lagged tourism marketing elasticity
Competitor price elasticity
Lagged visitors elasticity
Deviance information criterion
Correlation between actual and
predicted dependent variable

Benchmark models:
Alternative specifications

Expectation

TF-DHLM

BM1 tourism
marketing
in growth
function

+
+
+/−

0.14∗∗∗
0.54∗∗
−2.07∗∗∗

0.11∗∗∗
0.46∗∗
−1.73∗∗

0.13∗∗∗
0.54∗∗
−1.94∗∗∗

0.10∗∗
0.52∗∗
−1.95∗∗

0.09∗∗
0.25
−1.91∗∗∗

0.10∗∗
0.35∗
−3.06∗∗∗

2.94∗∗∗

3.19∗∗∗
0.01

2.80∗∗∗

3.09∗∗∗

3.02∗∗∗

2.90∗∗∗

−0.16∗∗
−0.02
0.14∗∗∗

−0.16∗∗
−0.02
0.13∗∗∗

−0.15∗∗
−0.01
0.14∗∗∗
0.04

−0.07
−0.03
0.13∗∗∗

−0.17∗∗
−0.02
0.13∗∗∗

−0.16∗∗∗
−0.06∗∗
0.08∗∗

+
+

−
−
+
+
+/−
+/−

BM2
lagged
tourism
marketing

BM3
competitor
price

BM4 DHLM
with just
intercept
time varying

BM5
partial
adjustment
model

−0.11
0.07
−12.86
0.97

−12.86
0.97

−12.82
0.92

−12.87
0.97

−12.80
0.96

−10.80
0.58

Note. This interval is tested one-sided when we expect a specific direction of the effect as expressed in the Expectation column and two-sided
otherwise.
a
Mean across time.
∗
Significance at the 10% level; ∗∗ significance at the 5% level; ∗∗∗ significance at the 1% level based on the highest posterior density interval.
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procyclically, and a 1% improvement in the business
cycle in the country of origin leads to a 0.54% increase
in the number of tourists originating from that country.
Importantly, the hyperparameter for the effect of the
business cycle on tourism marketing’s effectiveness is
significant and negative (−2.07). This implies that marketing’s impact moves countercyclically. It becomes
more effective during downturns, consistent with a
reduced competitive clutter in such times (Danaher
et al. 2008) and more reach for the same budget
(Steenkamp and Fang 2011).
5.2. Evolution in Marketing Effectiveness Over Time
Figure 3 shows, for the past three decades, the evolution in tourism marketing effectiveness that is unrelated to the business cycle (i.e., θ1t in Equation (15)).
Figure 3 shows an overall decline in the tourism marketing elasticity over time. The elasticity starts around
0.2 in the 1980s, but slides back to less than 0.1 in the
most recent decade, with a bit of recovery near the
end. This pattern is consistent with the general downward trend in advertising effectiveness documented in
Sethuraman et al. (2011).
5.3. Impact of Business Cycle on
Profit Contribution
Table 4 shows the results for the profit-contribution
model (23). The fit is good, with a correlation of 0.89
between the actual and predicted dependent variable.
While the hypermean for the business cycle elasticity is
negative (−0.27), it fails to reach significance. It is also
not significant for any of the eight individual countries.
Thus, in this context, there appears to be no significant
effect of the business cycle on the profit contribution.12

Figure 3. Overall Trend in Tourism Marketing Elasticity

(TF-DHLM)
Tourism marketing elasticity corrected
for business cycle
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0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0
–0.1
1980

1985

1990

1995

2000

Expectation
Australia
Canada
China
Germany
Japan
South Korea
United Kingdom
United States
Hypermean
Deviance information criterion
Correlation between actual and
predicted dependent variable

∗

6.10
6.16
8.59∗∗∗
5.73
9.77∗
10.27∗∗∗
4.50
6.15

2010

5.4. Trade-off Between Elasticities
Within Countries
Table 5 reports, for the same eight leading countries
of origin, the estimates of (i) the tourism marketing
elasticity, (ii) the elasticity of unit sales to the business
cycle, (iii) the elasticity of the tourism marketing elasticity to the business cycle, and (iv) the elasticity of the
profit contribution to the business cycle.
Table 5 shows that the tourism-marketing elasticity
is more than 30% stronger for the most receptive country (0.147 for Germany) than for the least receptive
country (0.111 for Australia). The European countries,
which are the furthest away from New Zealand, tend
to be the most receptive to tourism marketing, followed
by medium-distance countries in North America and

Table 4. Estimation Results for Model for Profit Contribution (Average Expenditure)

Intercept

2005

Notes. The tourism marketing elasticity is part of the elasticity that is
unrelated to the business cycle. The dotted (dashed) lines represent
the 90% (95%) highest posterior density interval.

Business cycle
elasticity

Elasticity
economic trend

Oil price
elasticity

Relative price
elasticity

+/−

+/−

+/−

−

−0.26
−0.28
−0.27
−0.29
−0.30
−0.26
−0.27
−0.24

0.17
0.20
0.05
0.23
0.18
0.17
0.29
0.18

0.02
0.03
0.01
0.12∗∗
0.09∗
0.04
0.12∗∗
0.05

−0.61∗∗
−0.69∗∗∗
−0.68∗∗∗
−0.71∗∗∗
−0.70∗∗∗
−0.66∗∗∗
−0.66∗∗∗
−0.78∗∗∗

−0.27

0.19

0.06

−0.68∗∗∗

−8.72
0.89

Note. This interval is tested one-sided when we expect a specific direction of the effect as expressed in the
Expectation row and two-sided otherwise.
∗
Significance at the 10% level; ∗∗ significance at the 5% level; ∗∗∗ significance at the 1% level based on the highest
posterior density interval.
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Note. This interval is tested one-sided when we expect a specific direction of the effect, and two-sided otherwise.
a
The countries are ordered by a descending magnitude of the tourism marketing effectiveness elasticity. Because of space considerations, we present the elasticity estimates for the same
selection of eight leading countries as in Table 4. b Effect expected to be positive, hence we tested using a one-sided interval. c No expected direction of the effect, hence we tested using a
two-sided interval.
∗
Significance at the 10% level; ∗∗ significance at the 5% level; ∗∗∗ significance at the 1% level based on the highest posterior density interval.

−14.053∗∗
−14.629∗∗
−14.716∗∗
−14.625∗∗
−14.458∗
−15.491∗∗
−15.882∗∗
−15.865
−0.285
−0.268
−0.278
−0.243
−0.273
−0.295
−0.258
−0.263
0.434
0.547∗∗
0.557∗∗
0.625∗∗
0.547∗
0.566∗∗
0.592∗∗
0.539∗
Germany
United Kingdom
Canada
United States
China
Japan
South Korea
Australia

Countrya

0.147∗∗∗
0.139∗∗∗
0.139∗∗∗
0.137∗∗∗
0.135∗∗
0.131∗∗∗
0.126∗∗∗
0.111

−14.152∗∗
−14.940∗∗
−15.011∗∗
−15.069∗∗
−14.737∗
−15.782∗∗
−16.276∗∗
−16.125

Trade-offc
(I + II + III)
II. Elasticity of marketing
c
effectiveness
to business cycle


∂θ1it BC it
εmark.eff. 
∂BC it θ1it
I. Elasticity of unit sales
b
 to business cycle 
∂q it BC it
εdemand 
∂BC it q it
Tourism marketing
effectiveness (elasticity)b
(mean of θ1it across time)

5.5. Benchmark Models and Robustness Checks
We fit a number of alternative specifications to test the
robustness of the findings, listed as benchmark (BM) 1
to 5 in Table 3. While the current model includes the
impact of marketing spend through the second component of Equation (7) (i.e., the fluctuations around the
growth trend), it may also drive the growth in demand.
If that is the case, the optimal allocation needs to take
the growth elasticity into account as well (Fischer et al.
2011). BM1 extends the model by also including marketing expenditures as a driver of growth in Equation (13). The effect (0.01) is not significant. Another
possibility is that marketing spend has a long-term
effect, in which case the optimal allocation has to use
the long-term elasticity (Fischer et al. 2011). To test for
this possibility, BM2 adds last-year tourism marketing expenditures to the demand model (12)—the effect
(0.04) is insignificant. BM3 adds the average price of
competing destinations to model (12), leading to an
insignificant effect (−0.11) as well. Because none of the
benchmarks 1–3 adds a significant effect to the core
model, nor do they provide a better fit, we opt to keep
the more parsimonious focal model (TF-DHLM).
BM4 is a simplification of the full model, where only
the intercept is time varying, whereas marketing effectiveness is not. This simplification leads to a slightly

III. Elasticity of profit
contribution
to business cyclec

∂p it BC it
εprofit 
∂BC it p it

Asia, while the closest neighbor Australia is the least
receptive. A tentative explanation for this inverse relationship between distance and effectiveness is that the
further away the market, the more novel or exotic the
destination country appears, and the more noteworthy its tourism marketing. Also, a larger fraction of the
Australian population may already have visited New
Zealand, reducing the remaining potential (Hanssens
et al. 2014).
Importantly, the elasticity of tourism-marketing effectiveness to the business cycle is quite large in magnitude, varying between −16.3 for South Korea and
−14.2 for Germany. To address the question of whether
budgets need to be spent procyclically or countercyclically, we must consider the cyclicality of unit sales, the
cyclicality of marketing effectiveness, and the cyclicality of the profit contribution, as argued in Section 2.
Empirically, we observe a very interesting mixed case
of a procyclical unit sales (εdemand > 0), a countercyclical
marketing effectiveness (εmark.eff. < 0), and a noncyclical
per-unit profit contribution (εprofit  0). Evaluating the
sum of the three as per Equation (5), we find that the
net elasticity is significantly negative for all countries
except Australia (last column of Table 5). A significant
negative sum calls for countercyclical spending as the
allocation weight decreases in response to the business
cycle. As a countercyclical spending in every country
may not be practical, we explore in Section 6 how a
given budget can best be allocated across countries.
Before that, we will discuss benchmark models.

Table 5. Model Estimation Results for TF-DHLM
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worse fit. To test for an alternative form of dynamics,
including a possible carryover effect, in BM5 we look
at a classical partial adjustment model (Hanssens et al.
2001, p. 147). This model has considerably lower fit
than any of the other models, and results in an insignificant effect of the lagged dependent variable.

6. Budget Allocation in Function of the
Business Cycle
We now use the estimates to study the allocation of
the tourism marketing expenditures across countries
to optimize the overall revenues. We determine the
optimal proportion of the total budget to be allocated
to each of the five world regions, in line with our
institutional setting. We use the optimization heuristic of Fischer et al. (2011), as explained in Online Appendix E.
In line with Van Heerde et al. (2013), we compare
the prescribed allocation in the recent global financial crisis (i.c., 2009–2010) to the one in the preceding period of expansion (i.c., 2006–2008). On average,
all countries experienced an expansion in 2006–2008
P
BC it > 0, ∀ i) and a contraction in
(i.e., 13 2008
t2006 ∆ ln P
2009–2010 (i.e., 21 2010
t2009 ∆ ln BC it < 0, ∀ i). The number of years is not the same for the two periods, in
line with contractions being typically shorter and more
pronounced than expansions (Deleersnyder et al. 2004,
Lamey et al. 2007).

Table 6 shows, for both periods, five alternative
budget allocations. The first is the actual, empirically
observed, allocation. The second is an allocation proportional to marketing effectiveness (elasticities), in the
spirit of the well-known Dorfman–Steiner (1954) allocation rule. The third allocation is proportional to the
expected unit sales,13 which could appeal to managers
because it is easy to apply, although it does not take
differences in marketing effectiveness into account. The
fourth one is proportional to the profit contribution.
The final allocation is the optimal one, proportional to
the product of the marketing elasticity, the expected
unit sales, and profit contribution.
Table 6 shows that the five allocations yield quite
different recommendations. Australia, for example,
received 20.6% of the budget during the expansion
period, while the optimal allocation is 45.8%. What
happens is that during the expansion, Australia combines high unit sales with a relatively strong marketing
elasticity, leading to a high optimal allocation weight.
By contrast, Australia’s allocation is only 11.0% when
based on the elasticity-proportion rule, 32.7% based on
the market-size-proportion rule, and 4.2% based on the
profit contribution per visitor.
Table 6 also documents a substantial difference in
the optimal allocation going from the expansion period
(2006–2008) to the contraction period (2009–2010). For
example, the optimal budget allocated to Australia
drops from 45.8% to 32.2%, whereas the share for

Table 6. Actual vs. Alternative Allocations of the Tourism Marketing Budget
Allocation proportional to
Region

Marketing elasticitya

Unit
Average
Actual
Marketing Unit sales
Average
Optimal
salesb expendituresc allocation (%) elasticity (%)
(%)
expenditures (%) allocation (%)
Expansion (2006–2008)

Australia
0.085
North America 0.016 (U.S.)
0.031 (Canada)
Japan
0.054
Europe
0.031 (U.K.)
0.017 (Germany)
Asia
0.046 (China)
0.028 (South Korea)

0.340
0.149
0.106
0.236
0.211

0.273
0.384
0.396
0.387
0.484
0.484
0.302
0.253

20.6
29.2

11.0
6.0

32.7
14.3

4.2
11.9

45.8
6.4

14.9
27.0

7.0
20.3

10.2
22.6

5.9
44.2

13.9
18.6

8.3

55.7

20.2

33.8

15.3

25.8
21.5

5.8
10.7

39.8
14.3

4.2
11.9

32.2
14.7

8.7
25.3

5.7
40.8

7.1
22.1

6.5
43.2

9.6
32.9

18.8

37.0

16.7

34.1

10.6

Contraction (2009–2010)
Australia
0.153
North America 0.132 (U.S.)
0.151 (Canada)
Japan
0.151
Europe
0.148 (U.K.)
0.205 (Germany)
Asia
0.096 (China)
0.116 (South Korea)

0.404
0.145
0.072
0.224
0.169

0.290
0.409
0.414
0.451
0.459
0.536
0.354
0.235

a
Because of space considerations, we present the elasticity estimates for some illustrative countries in the region. In the optimization, we
used the elasticity estimates for each individual country in the region.
b
The unit sales is the lagged number of visitors (i.e., q it−1 ) multiplied by the growth multiplier in the current year (i.e., exp(θ0it )).
c
The average expenditures are the expectation based on the estimated model.
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Table 7. Allocating the Tourism Marketing Budget: Revenue Implications
Allocation proportional to
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Actual Marketing Unit
Average
allocation elasticity sales expenditures

Optimal
allocation

Expansion (2006–2008)
Arrivals (million)
Revenue (million NZD$)a
Optimal vs. actual allocation

1.062
3,712

1.084
3,765

1.099
3,809

1.064
3,722

Revenue increase in million NZD$ (%)
[likelihood it is larger]

1.109
3,832
+121 (+3.2%)
[82%]

Optimal vs. allocation proportional to
marketing elasticity

Revenue increase in million NZD$ (%)
[likelihood it is larger]

+64 (+1.7%)
[66%]

Optimal vs. allocation proportional to
unit sales

Revenue increase in million NZD$ (%)
[likelihood it is larger]

+17 (+0.5%)
[64%]

Optimal vs. allocation proportional to
average expenditures

Revenue increase in million NZD$ (%)
[likelihood it is larger]

+111 (+3.0%)
[67%]

Contraction (2009–2010)
Arrivals (million)
Revenue (million NZD$)
Optimal vs. actual allocation

1.032
3,715

0.971
3,580

1.060
3,801

0.961
3,561

Revenue increase in million NZD$ (%)
[likelihood it is larger]

1.055
3,821
+106 (+2.9%)
[84%]

Optimal vs. allocation proportional to
marketing elasticity

Revenue increase in million NZD$ (%)
[likelihood it is larger]

+210 (+5.9%)
[85%]

Optimal vs. allocation proportional to
unit sales

Revenue increase in million NZD$ (%)
[likelihood it is larger]

+21 (+0.5%)
[62%]

Optimal vs. allocation proportional to
average expenditures

Revenue increase in million NZD$ (%)
[likelihood it is larger]

+231 (+6.5%)
[84%]

Note. Results represent the median of a sample of draws, using every 10th draw of all of the draws after burn-in, this gives a sample of 5,000
draws.
a
The revenue figure is obtained by using predicted expenditures per visitor for each country of origin, based on the estimated model.

North America goes from 6.4% to 14.7%. It is interesting to see to what extent the changes in unit sales
and marketing elasticity influence these allocations
(remember that the profit contribution is statistically
invariant to the business cycle). Table 6 shows that fluctuations in unit sales are relatively small compared
to the fluctuations in marketing elasticity. Hence, to
explain what happens to the optimal allocation we
need to consider predominantly the elasticity fluctuations. We find that during the contraction, the marketing elasticities increase for both Australia (from 0.085
to 0.153) and North America (from 0.016 to 0.132 for the
United States, and from 0.031 to 0.151 in Canada), but
the rate of increase is much stronger in North America because the global financial crisis was felt much
stronger there than in Australia. Consequently, during the contraction period it becomes relatively more
attractive to invest tourism marketing dollars in North
America than in Australia, explaining the shift in optimal allocation. Interestingly, the observed allocation
percentages are aligned closer with the optimal ones
in the contraction than in the expansion period. Thus,
Tourism New Zealand seemed to have a better sense of

the best way to spend the budget in the recent downturn than in the boom period leading up to it.
How much of an impact do the alternative allocations have on arrivals and tourism revenue? For each
allocation, we calculate the expected demand. To ascertain the stability of the results, we use 5,000 posterior
parameter draws (Campo et al. 2000). Table 7 shows
the median of the number of arrivals and revenue.
For revenue, we also give the comparison of the optimal allocation with the actual outcome and the four
alternative allocations. At first glance, Table 7 suggests that the increase that can be realized in terms
of expected revenue is rather limited: 2.9% relative
to the actual allocation in the contraction period, and
3.2% in the expansion period. This is in line with the
flat-maximum principle (Tull et al. 1986), which says
that the profit function is quite flat around the optimum. However, in absolute terms, this corresponds to
an annual revenue increase of NZD$121 ($106) million
in expansion (contraction) years. These are substantial amounts for an annual tourism budget of around
NZD$73 million. Moreover, in spite of the underlying
parameter uncertainty (Campo et al. 2000), there is a
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sizable likelihood (e.g., 84% in the contraction period)
that the optimal revenue is higher than the actual
amount.
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7. Discussion and Conclusion
Whether procyclical or countercyclical marketing
spending is recommended has intrigued marketing
scholars and practitioners for decades, resulting in a
sharp discord between managerial practices on one
hand (procyclical spending) and academic recommendations on the other hand (countercyclical spending).
This paper offers new insights to resolve this conundrum. Based on the result from Fischer et al. (2011)
that optimal marketing spending is proportional to the
product of (i) size of demand, (ii) marketing effectiveness, and (iii) per-unit profit contribution, we derive
the new insight that three factors play a role in determining whether the budget needs to be adjusted procyclically or countercyclically. Those are the cyclicality
of demand to the business cycle, the cyclicality of marketing effectiveness, and the cyclicality of the profit
contribution. If all three evolve procyclically, spend
should be procyclical as well. If all move countercyclically, spend should be countercyclical. If their evolution differs (one or two are pro, the other(s) is (are)
counter), the elasticity magnitudes need to be compared, and the directionality (procyclical or countercyclical) of the net elasticity determines which policy
is recommended. Importantly, such an opposing evolution is not uncommon. Van Heerde et al. (2013),
for example, document that for groceries, unit sales
move countercyclically, whereas advertising effectiveness evolves procyclically. In this paper, we find the
reverse scenario for international tourism: unit sales
develop procyclically, while tourism marketing effectiveness progresses countercyclically, while the perunit profit contribution is noncyclical.
The derivation of the optimal budget allocation
becomes even more complex if an organization has to
deal with multiple business cycles, as it should account
for both longitudinal and cross-sectional variation in
the focal elasticities and unit sales. To achieve this, we
develop a transfer function dynamic hierarchical linear model. The model allows for a flexible trend in
marketing effectiveness over time, and for the potential endogeneity of tourism marketing budgets. Importantly, the transfer function allows us to test the effect
of one or more moderators (here, the business cycle)
on a response parameter of interest (here, tourism marketing effectiveness). The ability to explain parameter
variation over time (rather than just observe it) is an
important advantage of the proposed TF-DHLM over
a standard DHLM.
In the application, we analyze the effectiveness of
tourism marketing for New Zealand over time and
across countries. We find that the tourism marketing
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elasticity decreased substantially, approximately halving across the considered time span. This is in line
with the literature that suggests that advertising elasticity has decreased over time (Sethuraman et al. 2011).
In terms of our focal research question, we find that
the countercyclicality in marketing effectiveness dominates the procyclicality of unit sales, which combined
with a noncyclical profit contribution leads to a recommended countercyclical spending pattern. When looking simultaneously at the business-cycle dependencies
across all countries, we find that a careful reallocation
of the marketing budget results in a sizable absolute
increase in revenues. Given that this is achieved with
a constant overall budget, we do not call for spending
more (which would play to the often-heard criticism
that marketing managers always want to spend more),
but for spending the available budget smarter.
Taking a broader perspective beyond this specific
application, we offer a number of learnings to both
managers and researchers. As we explained in Section 1, the former tend to cut marketing expenditures during contractions. This is a quite natural and
understandable response when demand is shrinking
during downturns. Demand is a readily observable
metric, and going with the flow (procyclical spending) will likely require less persuasion in the organization than going against the grain (countercyclical
spending). Academic research so far often suggests
that in fact countercyclical spend is best, but most of
this research is based on less readily observable metrics such as marketing effectiveness. What this paper
does is show how neither recommendation may be uniformly preferable, as we argue that the net recommendation does not depend just on unit sales nor just on
elasticities, but that both should be taken into account,
along with changes in profit contribution.
Limitations and further research. One shortcoming of
this study is that the empirical setting limits us in
terms of the number of observations (18 countries, 31
years per country). Although these numbers already
cover multiple decades and regions of the world, this
may have limited the statistical significance of some
of the response parameters. This data limitation also
precludes the use of more parametrized dynamic models, such as vector error correction models. Another
limitation is that we apply our model to only one target country and industry (tourism). The method can
be applied to other settings where multiple business
cycles are relevant to consider; for example, for companies exporting to different countries or considering
expansions into different parts of the world. Further
research is required to obtain empirical generalizations
in the area.
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Endnotes
1

An exception is Van Heerde et al. (2013). Based on a study of 150
CPG brands, they find advertising’s long-run sales elasticity to be
significantly larger in economic expansions, leading them to recommend procyclical spending.
2

This use of the term “transfer function” is consistent with the DLM
tradition (West and Harrison 1999, p. 284). In the time-series literature, “transfer functions” refer to distributed lags (Hanssens et al.
2001, p. 286).
3

Because in the empirical setting there are some data limitations
for the profit-contribution model, it is less sophisticated than the
demand model.
4

As in Kulendran and Dwyer (2009), the marketing expenditures
considered are the public funds governments allocate to the promotion of their country as a travel destination.
5

We checked the International Journal of Research in Marketing, the
Journal of Consumer Research, the Journal of Marketing, the Journal
of Marketing Research, Management Science, and Marketing Science.
Checking all issues since the start of each journal till now, we found
only 29 publications (including several one- or two-page research
notes) with “tourism,” “tourist,” or “travel” in the title or as a keyword, where we excluded papers where “travel” was used in a nontouristic sense (e.g., travel costs in retail shopping).
6

The 18 countries are from different parts of the world: Australia,
North America (Canada, United States), Europe (France, Germany,
the Netherlands, Sweden, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom),
and Asia (China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore,
South Korea, Taiwan, and Thailand).
7

The model captures the within-year effect of advertising, which is
in line with the empirical generalization that most advertising effects
last less than a year (Leone 1995). In Section 5, we also consider a
model with an additional lagged marketing variable and find that
the parameter is insignificant. Additionally the model has a worse
penalized fit (higher deviance information criterion) than the focal
model with only the within-year effects.
8

For other contexts (e.g., private-label share), a directionally opposite
main effect could be postulated based on prior research (Lamey et al.
2007, 2012).
9

Other institutional marketing settings are also characterized by
such a difference in aggregation level between the dependent (performance) and the independent (advertising) variable. For example,
brand performance at a given retailer is often linked to the brand’s
national advertising support (Gielens 2012 or Ter Braak et al. 2013).
10

We also tried a variant where we multiplied the oil price by the
distance to the destination country. Given that distances are constant
and given that we use a fixed-effect specification in a log–log model,
the coefficient for ln(oil price × distance) is exactly the same as for ln
oil price.
11

Significance is determined based on the 95% highest posterior density. In particular, if zero lies in the highest posterior density interval,
then the estimate is insignificant.
12

In an unreported analysis, we found an insignificant effect of
tourism marketing on the profit contribution.
13

Note that we cannot take the current unit sales, as this is the
variable we need to optimize. We define the expected sales as the
lagged unit sales multiplied with the expected growth multiplier,
i.e., exp( θ̂0it ).
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Sports events are an instrument of destination marketing for host countries. Over the past
40 years, New Zealand has held sports events such as the Commonwealth Games and the
America’s Cup and many international tourists have visited New Zealand during these
events. While past studies have examined the economic value of such tourism at a
generic level, the impact of mega sports events at more specific levels is unknown.
Thus, this study examines not only the impact of eight mega sports events upon
New Zealand’s international tourist arrivals over the 1983–2005 period at the overall
level, but also the number of tourist arrivals from participating countries for each
event. Results suggest that the 1990 Commonwealth Games, the 2000 America’s Cup
(yachting) and the 2005 British and Irish Lions Tour (rugby) had a significant impact
on tourist arrivals overall and on arrivals from each participating country.
Key words: New Zealand, sports events, sports tourism, inbound tourists

Background and Literature
New Zealand Inbound Tourism
Tourism is the largest industry in the world.
The number of international tourists reached
940 million, and international tourism receipts
totalled US$919 billion in 2010 (UNWTO,
2011). Tourism is one of the main industries
in New Zealand and the largest export
earner in terms of the current account. In the
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year 2010, 2.5 million international visitors
arrived in New Zealand (Statistics New
Zealand, 2011).
The number of inbound tourists to New
Zealand has increased since the 1980s (see
Figure 1) for various reasons, including globalisation and strong economic growth in Asia.
Foreign currency controls and government
control of international tourists were deregulated in many countries in the 1980s, allowing
people the opportunity to travel overseas
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Figure 1

Visitor Arrival Total (1979 – 2010).

without hindrance. While Oceania (mainly
Australia) is still New Zealand’s biggest
international tourist market, since the 1980s
visitors from Asia have increased markedly
(see Figure 2). Visitor arrivals to New
Zealand grew to one million in 1993, exceeded
1.5 million by 1996 and reached 2.5 million by
2010 (Statistics New Zealand, 2011).
The economic growth rates of South Korea,
Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia exceeded
8% in the late 1980s and the early 1990s.
Since New Zealand and the above Asian
countries are in relatively close geographical
proximity, the share of inbound tourists from

Figure 2
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the Asian region increased rapidly. However,
tourism growth was adversely affected by the
Asian financial crisis in 1997, triggered by
the Thai government policy to float the baht
from a fixed currency (Prideaux, 1999). This
crisis spread rapidly to many Asian countries
and devalued asset prices. In particular,
South Korea, Thailand and Indonesia were
badly damaged, and the International Monetary Fund used US$40 billion to support their
currencies. As Figure 2 shows, New Zealand
inbound tourism began to recover from 1999
as the Asian region overcame the shock of
the Asian financial crisis.

Visitor Arrivals to New Zealand by Region (1979 – 2009).
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Since the Asian financial crisis, three major
international crises have affected visitor
arrivals worldwide in the twenty-first
century, namely the 9/11 terrorist attacks
(2001), severe acute respiratory syndrome at
the end of 2002 (Kuo, Chen, Tseng, Ju, &
Huang, 2008) and the global financial crisis
beginning in 2008. New Zealand was affected
by these factors in a similar way to other
regions. These crises all left their imprint; it
took until 2010 for visitor arrivals to reach
2.5 million: 1.119 million arrivals from Australia, 453,646 from Asia, 234,314 from the
UK and 189,709 from the USA (Statistics
New Zealand, 2011).

New Zealand Sports Events and Their
Economic Impact
Major sports events are an important motivator of tourist activity (Getz, 2008) creating
social and economic benefits. The New
Zealand government has promoted the development of such events (Ritchie, 1996) and
many have been held in New Zealand. In particular, sports events have played an important
role in New Zealand society and the relationship between sports and tourism in New
Zealand is longstanding (Higham & Hall,
2003). More than 50% of past sports events
in New Zealand were held in the four major
regions of Auckland, Waikato (includes
Hamilton City), Canterbury (includes
Christchurch City) and Otago (includes
Dunedin City) (Ryan, Smee, Murphy, &
Getz, 1998), each creating economic benefits
for the host city or community. For example,
Higham (1996) examined the economic
impact of the 1993 Bledisloe Cup rugby test
between New Zealand and Australia using
interview methods. He concluded that this
event created NZ$6.7 million for the

Dunedin economy. Ryan and Lockyer (2001)
analysed the economic impact of the South
Pacific Masters Games held in Hamilton in
2000 using input– output analysis. They
demonstrated that the Games produced
about NZ$250,000 as a net additional economic boost to Hamilton City.
Although many domestic sports events have
been held in New Zealand, few truly international mega sports events (such as the Commonwealth Games) have been held here since
the inception of such mega sports events
from the mid-1980s. Nevertheless, as shown
in Table 1, New Zealand has hosted several
of these events.
The 1987 Rugby World Cup was that
sport’s inaugural tournament and it was
hosted by both New Zealand and Australia.
In New Zealand, 21 games, including the
final matches, were held in nine cities (Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch, Dunedin,
Rotorua, Napier, Hamilton, Invercargill and
Palmerston North). Upwards of 600,000 spectators went to the various stadiums (Rugby
New Zealand 2011 Ltd, 2008). In 1990, the
14th Commonwealth Games were held in
Auckland. This was the third time that such
an event was held in New Zealand (Auckland
in 1950 and Christchurch in 1974). More than
2,000 athletes from 55 nations across 10
sports participated in this mega event with
an economic impact estimated at NZ$231
million (Barker, Page, & Meyer, 2001). In
1992, the Cricket World Cup was held for
the first time in the Southern Hemisphere.
While the main host was Australia, 13 of the
39 matches were held in New Zealand (in
Auckland, Christchurch, Hamilton, New Plymouth, Wellington, Napier and Dunedin).
The America’s Cup is the most famous and
traditional regatta in yachting and has a
longer history than the modern Olympic
Games or the FIFA World Cup, with the
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Table 1
Year
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Mega Sports Events in New Zealand

Events

Venues

1987 Rugby World Cup
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1990
1992
2000
2003
2005

Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch, Rotorua, Napier,
Hamilton, Invercargill and Palmerston North
Commonwealth Games Auckland
Cricket World Cup
Auckland, Christchurch, Hamilton, Dunedin, New Plymouth,
Wellington and Napier
America’s Cup
Auckland
America’s Cup
Auckland
British and Irish Lions Auckland, Christchurch, Hamilton, Invercargill, New
Tour
Plymouth, Wellington, Rotorua, Dunedin and Palmerston
North

Source: Barker et al. (2002) and others.

USA holding the Cup for more than a century
from 1870. However, the defending American
team was beaten by a New Zealand syndicate
in 1995, and both the 2000 and the 2003
America’s Cup events were held in Auckland.
As a consequence, the staff of many syndicates
and international tourists visited New
Zealand. The estimated economic impact
was NZ$640 million in 2000 with 8,070
new full-time jobs being created (Office of
Tourism & Sport, 2000). In the 2003 America’s Cup, NZ$523 million of net additional
expenditure boosted the New Zealand
economy and 9,360 full-time jobs were
created. In addition to the economic impact
on the host country, international awareness
of New Zealand was increased by media coverage of the Cup (Ministry of Tourism, 2003).
In the sport of rugby, the British and Irish
Lions Tour consists of players selected from
England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, and
periodically they visit countries in the
Southern Hemisphere (New Zealand, Australia and South Africa). In 2005, the Lions
team toured New Zealand. Eight provincial

matches (in Rotorua, New Plymouth, Hamilton, Wellington, Dunedin, Invercargill, Palmerston North and Auckland) and three test
matches (in Christchurch, Wellington and
Auckland) were held. Many Lions supporters
came to New Zealand (including those from
the much-vaunted Barmy Army – devoted
English sporting fans – see Parry &
Malcolm, 2004) for 1 month and additional
foreign exchange earnings of NZ$131
million were generated and 2,715 full-time
jobs were created (Ministry of Tourism,
Tourism Auckland, Auckland City Council,
& Tourism Dunedin, 2005).
Early in the twenty-first century, New
Zealand joined the bidding competition for
the 2006 Commonwealth Games but was
unsuccessful. However, in 2006, the 2011
Rugby World Cup was awarded to the New
Zealand bid, due in part to previous experience in hosting mega sports events and, in particular, to the success of the America’s Cup
2000 and 2003 events and the Rugby World
Cup in 1987. Both the government and
tourism bodies realised that these events,
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which also promote international tourism, are
very important for New Zealand (Barker
et al., 2001), and in 2007, the Major Events
Management Act was written into legislation
to provide protection to organisers and sponsors of major events from ambush marketing.
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Tourist Impact of Mega Sports Events
Typically, mega sports events are of greater
scale than domestic sports events, of longer
duration and expected to produce tourist earnings (Hall, 1992). The Summer and Winter
Olympic Games usually last for 2 weeks, the
FIFA World Cup lasts about 1 month, the
Cricket World Cup lasts about 6 weeks and
the Rugby World Cup continues for almost 2
months. Mega sports events are attractive
not only for the international visitor but also
for the host country due to visitor expenditure
on accommodation, airline transport, local
transportation, food, game tickets, souvenirs,
etc. The expenditure on the part of international tourists becomes foreign exchange
earnings for the host country and a source of
revenue for taxation in the host city or
country. Moreover, one-off mega sports
events produce business opportunities and
create new employment in the tourism industry (Ryan, 2003).
A tourism legacy is created by mega sports
events (Gratton, Dobson, & Shibli, 2000;
Gratton, Shibli, & Coleman, 2005) due to
their appeal to a worldwide market and
results in an immense advertising effect for
the host city or cities. Legacy effects are
created by increased media coverage, generating a positive impact in terms of preference for
many potential tourists (Preuss, 2004). Moreover, as a result of these mega sports events,
infrastructure, such as transportation in the
host city, is developed and improved. Every

recent Summer Olympics has seen such developments in the host cities (Malfas, Theodoraki, & Houlihan, 2004). For example, the
1992 Summer Olympic Games in Barcelona
saw the creation of this tourism legacy
through substantial infrastructural improvement (Blake, 2005). While mega sports
events have an economic value for the local
tourism industry, there are obvious issues to
consider. The price of accommodation in the
host cities escalates during the event. International tourist numbers increase, but domestic tourism temporarily decreases from the
“crowding-out effect” (Faulkner, 2003).
Thus to investigate the economic impact of a
mega sports event on the tourism industry correctly, additional economic values need to be
measured (Preuss, 2004).
Several approaches have been used to
measure the economic impact of mega sports
events. Berman, Brooks, and Davidson
(2000), Veraros, Kasimati, and Dawson
(2004) and Nishio, Lim, and Downward
(2009) analysed the impact of an Olympic
host city announcement using stock market
data. Downward, Dawson, and Dejonghe
(2009) examined the demand side of the
economy using Export Injection Multipliers
and they also analysed how increases in
tourism expenditures create income in the
hosting area. Dwyer, Forsyth, and Spurr
(2006) summarised two different approaches:
the input – output model and the computable
general equilibrium model. Not until the
work of Baumann, Matheson, and Muroi
(2009) did studies such as these examine the
relationship between tourist numbers and
mega sports events. They analysed the significant impact of three sports events using the
auto-regressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) model, though they did not disaggregate further by, for example, visitor
country of residence.

Impact of Sports Events on Inbound Tourism
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Therefore, this study examines the impact of
mega sports events on inbound tourism into
New Zealand, in particular, the impact of
eight mega sports events on inbound tourism.
Did these mega sports events have a significant
influence on tourist arrivals into New Zealand
for each event from all countries and for tourists from both participating and non-participating countries?

Research Methodology
Events and Data
Statistics New Zealand (2011) has been publishing visitor arrival data by country since
April 1978. Table 2 lists the eight mega
sports events chosen for this study. It also
lists the timing of each event, the relevant
month (the observation month) for which
visitor arrival data are analysed and the
Table 2

Year

British Lions Tour
Rugby World Cup
Commonwealth
Games
Cricket World Cup

1983 15 May – 16 July
1987 22 May – 20 June
1990 24 January –3
February
1992 22 February – 25
March
1993 22 May – 3 July
2000 20 February – 2
March
2003 15 February – 2
March
2005 4 June– 9 July

America’s Cup
British and Irish
Lions Tour

home countries of each event’s participants.
Note that given the availability of data, two
more mega sports events, namely the British
Lions (rugby) tours of 1983 and 1993, have
been added to the six mega sports events
listed in Table 1. While these additional
mega sports events may not have had quite
the impact of the other six events, they still
fit Gratton et al.’s (2000) definition of mega
sports events and satisfy the criteria of creating
significant economic value and media interest.
To satisfy the objectives of our study,
monthly inbound tourist arrival data (collected over 32 years from April 1978 until
March 2010) are utilised. Each of the eight
mega sports events was held over the duration
of at least a month; however, the data supplied
by Statistics New Zealand are based on calendar months. In order to measure the impact of
each event on inbound tourism, the observation month for each event had to correspond
to the nearest calendar month. Seasonality is

Mega Sports Events Examined in This Study

Sports event

British Lions Tour
America’s Cup
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Date

Observation
month

Event-participating countries
(except New Zealand)

June
June
January

UK and Ireland
UK, France, Italy and others
Commonwealth countries

February
June
February

India, Pakistan, South Africa
and others
UK and Ireland
Italy

February

Switzerland

June

UK and Ireland
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Figure 3

Monthly Visitor Arrival Number (1990 – 2010).

typical of the tourism industry and New
Zealand is no exception. For example, the
number of tourists in the high season (December, January, February and March) exceeded
100,000 per month in 2009. Conversely, in
the low season (May and June), the number
of tourists was less than half the number
recorded during the high season. Figure 3
shows the monthly consecutive tourist trend
from 1990 to 2009 demonstrating that volatility. Thus, data from the “same month”
each year are needed for comparison in order
to exclude seasonal factors. As shown in
Table 2, the relevant “same month” for the
Lions rugby tours and the 1987 Rugby
World Cup was June; for the 1990 Commonwealth Games, January; for the 1992 Cricket
World Cup; and the two America’s Cup
finals, February.

Research Model
To analyse the impact of mega sports events
on inbound tourism to New Zealand, I use
an AR(1) model which describes the current
pattern of tourist arrivals based on the arrivals
one year back. The model can be written as

follows:
At = a + bAt−1 + gDt + et ,

(1)

where At is the inbound tourist numbers at
time t; a, b and g are the parameters to be estimated; Dt is the mega sports event dummy
variable which takes the value 1 for the event
month and zero otherwise; and et is a disturbance term of the regression.
The model in Equation (1) can be rewritten
as follows:
At − At−1 = a + bAt−1 − At−1 + gD
+ et

(2)

or
DAt = a + (b − 1)At−1 + gDt + et ,

(3)

where the dependent variable DAt is the
change in the tourist arrivals.
Equation (3) was chosen to test whether
each mega sports event has a significant influence on the change in tourist arrivals. While
many sports spectator tourists attend mega
sports events, our particular interest is on tourists (and/or staff in the circumstances of the
yachting mega sports events) from event-participating countries. Contrastingly, potential

Impact of Sports Events on Inbound Tourism
tourists may abandon or delay their visit at the
time of the mega sports event to avoid congestion, the so-called crowding-out effect.
In this study, I use three sets of data:
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1. Total visitor arrival number (T)
2. Event-participating countries’ visitor arrival
number (P)
3. Event-nonparticipating countries’ visitor
arrival number (N)
H0: gT ¼ 0 H0: gT . 0 (Total Visitor Arrival
Number)
H0: gP ¼ 0 H0: gP . 0 (Event Participating
Countries’ Visitor Arrival Number)
H0: gN ¼ 0 H0: gN . 0 (Event Non-Participants Countries’ Visitor Arrival Number)
Because the inbound tourist number during
the main event month (observation month) of
each mega sports event is considered to be a positive impact for (1) total inbound tourist numbers
and (2) event-participating countries’ tourist
numbers, the positive impact on inbound tourists would be expected during the observation
month. On the other hand, the inbound tourist
numbers during the observation month for
each mega sports event is not considered to be
a negative impact for (3) event-non-participating
countries’ tourist numbers because presumably
the tourists avoided the congestion during the
period of the events. A dummy variable is used
to analyse the event impact on monthly
inbound tourists, which takes the value 1 for
event year and zero otherwise.

Results
Table 3 presents the impact of each mega sports
event on inbound tourism into New Zealand.
The results show that, overall, inbound tourists
were positively affected by the 1990 Common-
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wealth Games (g ¼ 0.1672) and thus, not surprisingly, the tourists from the participating
countries (g ¼ 0.2201). For both the 2000
America’s Cup (g ¼ 0.7781) and the 2005
British and Irish Lions Tour (g ¼ 0.7605), it
was tourist arrivals from the relevant participating countries that received a statistically significant boost in numbers. For all other mega
sports events, the boost in tourist arrivals was
not statistically significantly affected either up
or down, suggesting that the crowding-out
effect was not very prominent.
Figures 4– 7 show each significant impact
visually. Figures 4 and 5 show the trend of
total arrivals and Commonwealth countries’
visitor arrivals, respectively, in January from
1979 to 2010 with a significant impact in
1990. Figure 6 shows the trend of visitor arrivals from Italy (the America’s Cup finalist
country) in February 2000 – a massive
impact. Figure 7 demonstrates the substantial
boost to visitor arrivals from the UK and
Ireland in June 2005.

Discussion and Conclusions
Governments and cities frequently use sports
events to promote inbound tourism (Getz,
2008). The New Zealand government considers sports events as an inbound tourist promotion tool (Tourism New Zealand, 2010)
and has sought to host some international
sports events (Ritchie, 1996). This study
examined the impact of mega sports events
on New Zealand inbound tourism via the use
of an AR(1) model to analyse the disaggregate
visitor arrival data available from Statistics
New Zealand. Some previous studies have
examined the economic impact of sports
events in New Zealand (Barker et al., 2001;
Higham, 1996; Ryan & Lockyer, 2001).
However, no comparison study has analysed
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Table 3

Impact of Mega Sports Event Month on Total Inbound Tourists, Event-Participating
Countries’ Tourists and Event-Non-Participating Countries’ Tourists
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Sports event (year/month)

a

British Lions Tours (1983/June)
Total
0.0615 (2.79)∗
Participant
0.1069 (1.95)
Non-participant
0.0586 (2.69)
Rugby World Cup (1987/June)
Total
0.0525 (2.42)∗
Participant
0.0567 (2.56)∗
Non-participant
0.0883 (1.80)
Commonwealth Games (1990/January)
Total
0.0449 (2.76)∗
Participant
0.0511 (3.52)∗
Non-participant
0.033 (1.45)
Cricket World Cup (1992/February)
Total
0.0575 (3.07)
Participant
0.0868 (4.59)∗
Non-participant
0.4452 (2.07)∗
British Lions Tours (1993/June)
Total
0.0591(2.63)∗
Participant
0.1002 (1.83)
Non-participant
0.0565 (2.55)∗
America’s Cup (2000/February)
Total
0.0574 (3.31)∗
Participant
0.0767 (1.11)
Non-participant
0.0563 (3.20)∗
America’s Cup (2003/February)
Total
0.0602 (3.40)∗
Participant
0.0693 (2.05)∗
Non-participant
0.0605 (3.33)∗
British and Irish Lions Tour (2005/June)
Total
0.060 (2.80)
Participant
0.0801 (1.69)
Non-participant
0.0554 (2.57)
Note: t-statistics are given within parentheses.
∗
5% significance level.

b

g

0.0902 (0.46)
20.3793 (22.10)∗
0.1491 (0.77)

20.0445 (20.48)
20.0241 (20.08)
20.0635 (20.71)

0.1355 (0.70)
20.3008 (21.65)
20.1065 (20.55)

0.1240 (1.38)
20.0581 (20.51)
0.2966 (1.17)

0.0949 (0.53)
20.1337 (20.87)
0.3990 (2.34)∗

0.1672 (2.29)∗
0.2201 (3.12)∗
0.0769 (0.74)

20.0807 (20.42)
20.4844 (22.98)∗
0.0115 (0.07)

0.0543 (0.65)
20.0553 (20.59)
0.1664 (1.57)

0.0973 (0.48)
20.3704 (22.05)
0.1544 (0.78)

0.0103 (0.11)
0.1575 (0.54)
20.0123 (20.13)

20.0877 (20.49)
20.4119 (22.46)
20.0596 (20.34)

0.0791 (1.05)
0.7781 (2.07)∗
0.0997 (1.31)

20.0852 (20.47)
20.1803 (21.04)
20.0692 (20.38)

20.0088 (20.11)
0.2091 (1.22)
20.0091 (20.11)

0.0507 (0.25)
20.3706 (0.15)
0.1769 (0.87)

0.0814 (0.87)
0.7605 (3.05)∗
20.0307 (20.32)
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Figure 4

Figure 5
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Total Visitor Arrivals in January (1979– 2009).

Commonwealth Games-Participating Countries’ Visitor Arrivals in January (1979–
2009).

Figure 6

Visitor Arrivals from Italy in February (1979 – 2010).
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Figure 7

Visitor Arrivals from the UK and Ireland in June (1978– 2009).

the impact of sports events using inbound
tourist data, although one study examined
the impact of sports events using weekly
tourist data in Hawaii, USA (Baumann et al.,
2009).
The results indicate four positively significant cases: the 1990 Commonwealth Games
for total visitor arrivals and the 1990 Commonwealth Games, the 2000 America’s Cup
and the 2005 British and Irish Lions Tour for
participating countries’ visitor arrivals. The
results also show no negatively significant
cases and no crowding-out effect upon visitor
arrivals for event-non-participating countries.
In the context of the impact that mega sports
events held in New Zealand over the last
three decades have had upon international
visitor arrivals, the message is clear: a positive
impact with little sign of a “crowding-out
backlash”. Mega sports events, considered an
important tool of destination marketing
(Getz, 2008; Ritchie, 1996), will continue to
be keenly sought after by host cities (and
countries), much because of their expected
boost to tourism numbers.
This study is but one example of utilising
available statistics to test, and confirm,
current management practice. The scope of
any future research might cover a wider spec-

trum of mega sports events in Australasia and
perhaps across a number of different countries.
However, future research beyond New
Zealand may be restricted by two major limitations arising from adopting the AR(1) model
which uses tourist arrival numbers by
country. First, many countries either do not
collect or do not disclose such detailed tourist
data. Second, this model cannot be applied
readily to large-scale economies. For example,
inbound tourists to New Zealand in 2009
equalled 2.4 million; in France, the comparative figure was 74.2 million; and in the USA,
it was 54.9 million (UNWTO, 2010). In such
large-scale economies, the impact of mega
sports events is likely to be relatively small
than that of those in New Zealand, presenting
an associated measurement problem.
This study focused on the impact of sports
events on inbound tourism to New Zealand
using only inbound tourist data. For a detailed
economic impact analysis of sports events, a
variety of statistical data, such as travellers’
spending, additional employment and investment of host cities, need to be collected.
Hosting mega sports events is competitive and
the costs are increasing. Cities in countries with
inferior infrastructure (such as stadiums) and
cities in countries where central governments

Impact of Sports Events on Inbound Tourism
are indifferent to expenditure on construction or
transportation may find the financial burden on
their tax payers just too onerous (Malfas et al.,
2004). Multi-sided approaches, including any
negative economic effects, would be more
useful for determining the overall economic
impact on the host city in future studies.
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